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Users upload and share scripts, making this a truly collaborative site.BBC Writer’s RoomThe UK is the birthplace of many of television and film’s top programming. Download the app from the app store.Awesome FilmThis “awesome” site has a nice selection of classic and hard-to-find films. The app has free audio lessons and exercises which will help
you improve your listening and speaking skills. The e-book also contains gossip and personal information about the actors, writers and everyone else who was a part of the “Star Wars” team.In general, the e-book offers great examples of casual American English. The Daily ScriptThis site offers an exhaustive, neatly-ordered alphabetical list of films.
Here are some great places to start.IMSDB – Internet Movie Screenplay DatabaseThis site is basically like IMDB but for movie scripts. The whole focus of the book is on how learners can naturally and quickly sound like native speakers without much effort.The book is specially designed for students and professionals who are too busy to attend
English classes. It has practice conversations, explanations of commonly used words and phrases and sample sentences.As you read, you will learn to recognize common conversation markers, like whether a person is asking you a question or greeting you.Along with this e-book, you can download their app. In this book he gives step-by-step
instructions on how other ESL students can do the same.The book focuses on how learners can follow grammar rules without memorizing them first. The books are a great guide to learn how to have interesting conversations with people about their life and their work. Most of the celebrities are American or British. It is a big part of American culture
and most people in English-speaking countries have seen some of the movies.This book is a collection of interviews with people who were a part of the movie series in some way. It has interviews with scientists, singers, writers, philosophers, actors and even chefs.Learners can select a book based on their interests. It also gives you specific tips to
handle formal events such as job interviews or informal situations such as parties. But it also has interviews with people from other regions such as Gabriel García Márquez, who was a famous writer from Colombia.The series covers people from every field. Script versions are specified, so you instantly know whether you’re reading through a shooting
script or a seventh draft.Screenplays for YouClean, simple and up-to-date is the name of the game with Screenplays for You. Plus, many English learners do not know lots of native speakers—so they would need to talk to strangers to practice English conversation.This book gives you tips that will make it easier for you to talk to anyone. The
conversations are divided according to topics like greetings, asking for help, around town, asking a personal question and so on. You can download everything from blockbusters to indie and foreign language offerings. You will hear personal stories and touching moments in the lives of common Americans.Along with English conversation practice, this
book gives a sense of American culture and how an average American lives his or her life. Prepare for a weekend of binge reading. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET One of the greatest tests for English learners is to just get out there and have an entire conversation in English.If you do not know how a real-world English conversation
sounds or what phrases to use, it will be very difficult to start speaking.These 10 English conversation e-books show a variety of natural discussions so you can pick up valuable phrases and communication skills.Just download and start reading in English!Contents English conversation e-books are a fantastic tool because they are so adaptable. The site
also links to the scripts’ IMDB pages as well as to where you can buy the movie. “Science Is Culture: Conversations at the New Intersection of Science + Society”Level: AdvancedE-book platform: Kindle, Google Books or NOOKThis e-book is great for anyone who plans to complete their higher studies in an English-speaking country. The admins boast
that the site is constantly updated and that it has no dead links, ensuring that you don’t waste your time. Since most of the interviews are with Americans, it will give English learners an idea about how Americans spend most of their lives.It is also a very useful e-book for English learners who plan to work and live in the U.S. You will hear about all
types of different jobs that are possible and learn about American work culture.Learners should focus on how the author asks questions and makes the interviewees more comfortable. They talk about global issues like health, the economy and politics.The book is a good source to learn academic or formal English in conversation. It is also a good
source to learn informal American English spoken in everyday life. Drew’s Script-o-RamaThe simple black and white interface belies the absolute depth and breadth of the scripts available on this site. You get free access to the scripts from those shows with a single click on BBC Writer’s Room. It contains conversations between scientists and various
famous people from the field of culture. This book talks about topics like home and family, love and relationships, work and everyday life in the U.S. “Working”Level: AdvancedE-book platform: Kindle or NOOKThis book by Studs Terkel is a collection of over 100 interviews with people about their jobs. “Conversation Skills: How to Easily Talk to
Anyone Without Feeling Awkward or Shy”Level: IntermediateE-book platform: KindleSometimes, English learners have trouble speaking simply because they feel uncomfortable talking to other people. “Talk English: The Secret to Speak English like a Native In 6 Months for Busy People”Level: BeginnerE-book platform: KindleThe author of this e-book
claims that he learned to speak fluent English in six months using some easy techniques. But since people from various fields talk to each other, the book does not contain lots of specialized terms or jargon (technical/industry-specific words).While reading this book, it is best to keep a notepad beside you so that you can write down and remember all
the new words you learn in the conversations. Luckily, there are quite a few really great spots online where you can download everything from Hollywood film noir classics to 90s rom-com scripts. You can search alphabetically or by genre, and you can even look up your favorite TV transcripts. The book also has further questions that you can ask
another person to make your conversations more interesting. They’re also printed in proper script format, perfect for amateur screenwriters learning script layout.Weekend Read AppWeekend Read app is a free app that allows you to download and read scripts straight from your mobile device, making it the perfect app to study scripts on the go. So it
is smart to supplement your e-book reading with FluentU, where you can see and hear English conversations in action. “Practice Makes Perfect: English Conversation”Level: BeginnerE-book platform: Kindle or Google BooksThis e-book is a guide for English learners who want to improve their conversation skills. You can read them at your own pace
and you can skip to the parts that are most important to you. However, real English conversations do not happen on paper. The audio exercises are also good for pronunciation practice.The book was written by a language teacher and is specially designed for ESL students. The Screenplay DatabaseThe Screenplay Database has a neat, alphabetized
list of PDFs of great scripts listed in alphabetical order. The site is full of everything from script download links to free story e-books and access to private workshops, making it a must-visit destination for screenwriters.Simply ScriptsSimply Scripts offers a giant database of both movie and television scripts. It also suggests tips on how learners can
speak English without translating it to their native language first. Go Into the StoryThis site is called the “Best of the Best” screenwriting website, as stated by Writer’s Digest. There’s a comment section connected to every script, perfect for snarking. “Listening Is an Act of Love”Level: Intermediate to AdvancedE-book platform: KindleThis e-book is a
collection of conversations that radio producer Dave Isay had with various American people. “Star Wars Interviews”Level: AdvancedE-book platform: KindleMost English learners would at least know the name “Star Wars.” It is a series of movies about space that has fans all over the world. Every conversation has pictures to help the reader
understand what is being said in the conversations.In addition the book has quizzes to test if you have understood what you read. “Spoken English in Dialogues: 833 Most Common English Sentences Used by Native Speakers in Real Life Situations”Level: Beginner to intermediateE-book platform: Kindle or ScribdMany learners know how to speak
English properly, but still struggle in real-life conversations. “50 Very Short Conversations”Level: BeginnerE-book platform: KindleThis e-book provides the perfect starting point for conversation practice.As the title suggests, the book has 50 conversations written in simple and plain English. “The Last Interview Series”Level: AdvancedE-book
platform: KindleAs the title hints, this series of e-books is about the last interviews famous people gave before they died. Two kinds of English learners will enjoy this book: those who are fans of the “Star Wars” movies or those who want to know more about filmmaking.The interviews reveal a lot about how the “Star Wars” films were created and
directed. By using these phrases English learners can blend in more easily with native speakers and sound more natural. This book gives you some common phrases and sentences used by native speakers in different types of everyday conversations.It covers topics such as small talk, dating, doctor’s appointments, traveling and many other common
situations. Scripts are instantly delivered in HTML or PDF formats. Every future best-selling screenwriter knows that in order to write great scripts, you’ve got to read great scripts. It helps you improve your confidence and seem more likable to others.Along with language, this book focuses on other important aspects of communication like eye
contact and body language.
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